Old round fuses

Each circuit in the home is protected by a fuse, and each fuse must be the correct type and
have an appropriate amperage rating for its circuit. Using the wrong type of fuse for a circuit
can pose a serious fire hazard, so it's important to identify the correct fuse for each circuit.
Fuses for standard circuits not high-voltage appliance circuits are called plug fuses and have
screw-in bases. There are two different types of bases and screw-in fuses: the Edison base
found on Type T fuses and the rejection base found on Type S fuses. Rejection base Type S
fuses will work with Edison-type sockets only when combined with an adapter base that screws
and locks into the Edison socket. The Type S fuse then screws into the adapter. Rejection bases
are also known as "tamper-proof," and they were developed to prevent homeowners from using
the wrong type of fuse for a circuit. Each Type S fuse of a specific amperage rating has a
matching base adapter with a specific size of thread that prevents mismatching the fuses. For
example, it stops a person from putting a amp fuse in a amp circuit, a potentially serious
mistake. A amp Type S fits only a amp base adapter. By contrast, a Type T fuse can fit into any
Edison socket, regardless of the circuit's amperage. They are general-purpose plug fuses and
are "fast-acting"â€”that is, they have no time-delay fuse element and quickly interrupt the
circuit once the fuse's rated amperage is exceeded. These fuses are designed for use in general
lighting and power circuits that do not contain electric motors. Electric motors draw additional
current at startup and will blow a Type W fuse if the motor is of any significant size. Because of
this, time-delay fuses are used much more commonly than type-W fuses. Type-W fuse rating:
volts; up to 30 amps. SL and TL fuses are medium-duty time-delay fuses and are now the most
commonly used plug fuses found in home electrical systems. Without a time-delay feature,
simply starting your garbage disposer or refrigerator would cause a fuse to blow. Type SL and
TL fuse rating: volts; up to 30 amps. These fuses have a longer time-delay feature than the SL or
TL fuses. However, just like the SL and TL fuses, the only difference between the S and the T
heavy-duty fuses are the bases: type-S has a rejection base; type-T has an Edison base.
Heavy-duty time-delay fuses contain a spring-loaded metal fuse link attached to a solder plug. If
the overloaded circuit condition continues for too long, the solder plug melts and the spring
pulls the fuse link free, cutting power to the circuit. This allows the fuse to absorb a longer
temporary circuit overload than with other time-delay fuses. Type S and T heavy-duty fuse
rating: volts; up to 30 amps. Mini-breakers fuses are retrofit circuit breaker fuses that screw into
Edison-base fuse sockets. They essentially replace a fuse with a push-button circuit breaker.
Mini breakers have a little button that pops out when the circuit is overloaded. All you need to
do is push the button back in to reset the breaker. Mini-breakers are also designed for time
delay, so they do not trip unnecessarily when motors or appliances start up. Mini-breaker fuse
rating: volts; up to 20 amps. Screw-In Fuse Bases Fuses for standard circuits not high-voltage
appliance circuits are called plug fuses and have screw-in bases. Continue to 5 of 5 below.
Mini-Breaker Fuse Mini-breakers fuses are retrofit circuit breaker fuses that screw into
Edison-base fuse sockets. Related Topics. Home Repair Electrical Repair. Read More. First I am
curious why you replaced two 20 amp fuses with a 25 and a 15? Is this a rather than two
circuits? The old style fuses could blow and not be obvious. If you have a circuit then the
problem is that the 15 amp fuse should have blown almost immediately. Check the fuses with an
ohmmeter and make sure the the fuses are not blown. This is a possibility. The 25 Amp fuse has
allowed the circuit to draw more power that the wires could handle and one of them has melted
and opened the path to the fuse panel. I hope that this is not the case and is the least probable
cause, normally the wall would have caught fire first. The newer style fuse panels and fuses are
made so that the a larger current fuse cannot be used in place of a lower current fuse. So the
bottom of a 15 Amp fuse is smaller than a 20 Amp fuse, so a 15 Amp will allow current to flow in
a 20 amp socket, but a 20 will not make a connection in a 15 Amp socket. Same for a 25 amp
fuse it will not allow current to flow. Look at the bottom of the fuses and check to see the
configuration of the three types of fuses. If they are different that may be the reason that you do
not have any power. Old round fuses i keep blowing 20amp so i put in a 25 and 15 they dont
seem to blow but i have no power now? You need to find out what is causing the overload.
Where's the extra heater this winter? What area of you house do you have the most stuff
plugged in right now. Kitchen maybe? You are o d ing for some reason.. If you can find that it
will help. Sounds like your wiring system is old so please be careful A short somewhere in the
circuit. This is often caused by mice chewing on wires. The fuse is doing its job, preventing
your house from burning down. Do not bypass the fuse. Call an electrician. If you aren't
smelling a strong burning smell then you probably have not burned out the wire. Take an old
fuse and one of your new ones and set them on the table. Are they the same height? If your new
ones are shorter, then they are not making contact at all. If that is not the case, then perhaps
you can tell what your fuse is controlling. Is it a single item or a circuit of receptacles? That is
the good news. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this point. FOMO trend is

fueling a homebuying surge. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Official on
Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some.
Britney Spears defended by former child star. Samsung's Galaxy Watch 3 down to all-time-low
price. Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. Answer Save. Source s : cob webs at night
above outlet that were shadows from smoke. There are three reasons that I can think to explain
your problem. This Site Might Help You. RE: Old round fuses i keep blowing 20amp so i put in a
25 and 15 they dont seem to blow but i have no power now? How do you think about the
answers? You can sign in to vote the answer. Deborah Lv 4. E-mail me if you'd like and I can
assist you further. D2 Lv 6. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. Before
breakers were the standard, homes and facilities were built with fuse boxes that contained plug
fuses. Plug fuses are still found in many older homes and businesses. Owners are sometimes
confused about the different amp ratings and types of plug fuses that are installed in the fuse
box or nearby for use as spares. This quick review should help you to understand plug fuses
and their proper application. Proper plug fuse usage helps to avoid overheated wires and
potential electrical fires. Plug fuses were commonly used for overcurrent protection prior to
modern-day circuit breakers. Although plug fuses work well when properly sized, building
owners usually lack the knowledge to maintain the proper fuse sizing over time. Early plug fuse
designs allowed for indiscriminate interchanging of fuses regardless of proper amp ratings. The
Type-T plug fuse was originally manufactured with screw shell threads identical to the threads
used in a light bulb socket shown below. As a result of these deficiencies, a new Type-S, plug
fuse design evolved and was required by newer electrical codes below. The new fuse amperage
sizes were not interchangeable in the fuse sockets. The use of porcelain threads prevented the
use of conductive objects like pennies from bypassing the fuse link. Fuse manufacturers
developed plug fuses with time-delay characteristics to compete with new circuit breakers.
Type-TL and SL fuses are considered to be regular duty fuses. Type T and Type-S are heavy
duty fuses for high inrush current applications and typically use a dual-element design. From a
technical sense, plug fuse and circuit breakers are both capable of performing equivalent
overcurrent protection. As a practical matter, circuit breakers are permanently installed, easily
resettable and easier for the owner to understand and use. This prevents the owner from
needing to know the correct size fuse to use and to have spare fuses on-hand for when fuses
blow. Installing Type-T to Type-S adapters should be performed by a licensed electrician
because special knowledge of the existing wire sizes is required for proper and safe application.
Plug fuse adapters are non-removable, locking devices. All rights reserved. This article is for
informational purposes only. Under no circumstances shall HSB or any party involved in
creating or delivering this article be liable for any loss or damage that results from the use of
the information or images contained in or linked to in this article. This site uses Akismet to
reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Skip to content. Plug fuses must be
sized correctly by the owner throughout the life of the building to prevent overheating of
branch-circuit conductors. Type-T fuses can be interchanged regardless of amp ratings. The
fuse threads are identical to a standard medium-base light bulb. Newer, Type-S plug fuses have
non-interchangeable porcelain threads. Non-removable adapters are shown to convert Type-T
sockets to Type-S plug fuse sockets. Share this:. Like this: Like Loading Previous Post
Previous post: What to do during a power outage. Next Post Next post: Smart tips for choosing
smart door locks. Electrical Outlets Wiring December 12, Leave a Reply Cancel reply. Sorry,
your blog cannot share posts by email. One quick way is to swap it for another that is good, and
see if that circuit still works. However, a much better way is go to Lowe's or Home Depot and
buy the cheapest volt - ohm meter you can find. The ohm meter can check fuses, old
incandescent light bulbs, etc. How to use the ohmmeter? It will require a good battery. The
battery may come with the meter. Insert the two test leads into the meter, and then turn the dial
on the ohmmeter to ohms. When you are sitting at your desk or table completely away from any
electricity since you probably know nothing about electricity , and with the fuse sitting face
down and with the metal point and threads of the fuse facing up, first touch both meter leads
together and watch the meter indicator to verify that the ohmmeter is working. The indicator
should indicate zero ohms by deflecting the needle to or near zero. Next, touch one lead to the
center point of the fuse, and touch the other lead to the metal threads on the side of the fuse.
Again, you should see the meter indicate continuity exactly the same way as it did when you
touched the leads to each other. If the meter hand deflects as before, the fuse is good. If it does
nothing, the fuse is bad. You can check the old incandescent light bulbs exactly the same way.
You should be able to look in thru the glass window on the top of the fuse and see a solid wire
from one side to the other. If the wire is broken, then the fuse is blown. If there's any doubt in
your mind as to whether it's intact, simply install a new fuse in it's place. If things come back
on, then it was bad. I have a waterproof lamp socket tied into my work light near where it plugs

into the wall. I keep a spare fuse in it. I remove the spare and screw in the questionable one if I
cannot tell by looking at it. Its good to have a cheap ohm meter though if you is a DIYer, saves
dollars. Set the meter to ohms and touch yer leads together, the needle moves over to the right,
that means you has a circuit. The fuse would be checked just like that. The tip of the base is one
place to apply a lead and the other lead would go to the sides that screw in. If the needle jumps
over then you know you got a good un. If you look into the top of the fuse,thru the glass center
there is a thin metal strip. If that strip is broken, the fuse is"blown". Trending News. For Tiger
Woods, golf is secondary at this point. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Poll:
Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be
alive. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Britney Spears defended by
former child star. Samsung's Galaxy Watch 3 down to all-time-low price. Obama, Mickelson
wish Tiger well after crash. Answer Save. After using the ohmmeter, don't forget to turn the
meter off to save battery life. This Site Might Help You. RE: how can you tell if an old fashioned
round screw in fuse is blown? Nancy Lv 4. How do you think about the answers? You can sign
in to vote the answer. Foggy Lv 5. Still have questions? Get your answers by asking now. You
hear a pop and all the power goes out. Everyone says, "Probably a blown fuse," but what does
that even mean and what causes it? Find out here. Most people probably have experienced a
blown fuse at one time or another. Someone always knows what to do when this happens.
Blown fuses are a common occurrence. Most people nowadays have had the old-fashioned fuse
panels also known as fuse boxes in their homes replaced by modern electrical panels with
circuit breakersâ€”if the fuse boxes were even still there when they purchased their houses.
You might be wondering, then, how to tell if a fuse is blownâ€”an actual fuse, that is. You will
see that the fuse has melted, and there might be charring on the panel. A true fuse typically
consists of a piece of metal, most commonly an encased wire, that actually melts when
overheated. The destroyed fuse must then be replaced with a new one. Circuit breakers, on the
other hand, have internal switches that are tripped by electrical surges to temporarily disable a
given circuit. A short circuit is a type of electrical fault. Faults, in general, occur when an
electrical current strays beyond its intended path circuit due to a lack of resistance e. The result
is a weak connection between the two conductors supplying electrical power to the circuit.
Overloaded wires will overflow and cause damage. A short circuit might even cause the
electrical device responsible for it to be destroyed. Short circuits are typically stopped by circuit
breakers, though, hence their name. First, test the circuit. Then check for any damage on or
around the electrical panel. If you see any damage, call an electrician before doing anything else
with it. If there is none, flip the breaker switch back to its operating position. If it trips again,
though, call an electrician. A ground fault is a specific type of short circuit in which the
unintentional pathway of the straying electrical current flows directly to the earth ground or
touches a grounded part of the system such as a grounding wire or the electric box. The danger
of shock increases when a person is in direct contact with the weak path to the ground. Be sure
and test all affected system components and electrical devices. Call an electrician if something
is still amiss. Arc faults result from problems with wiring and terminal connectionsâ€”for
example, a loose terminal screw. If your home has AFCIs, the fault should have tripped the
circuit. If it does not have AFCIs, then check for damage and call an electrician if necessary.
Was the breaker tripped? In other words, is one of the switches on the panel flipped? If so, the
circuit breakers are doing what they were meant to do: cutting off the flow of electricity because
of some type of surge fault or other problem. If the breaker trips again, there could be a
problem. Monitor it and if it keeps tripping, call an electrician to check. Fuses come in many
shapes, sizes, and configurations. If you or someone else installed the wrong fuse in a fuse
panel and there has been no personal harm or property damage â€¦. You are very lucky.
Whatever happened to blow the fuse could have done considerable harm. You need to call an
electrician right away to ensure no further damage occurs. In the meantime, do not go near the
fuse box. The Fix: Your electrician will say one thing: get rid of the fuse panel! And this is
exactly what you should do. Any faulty wiring or connected parts risk a power fault surge ,
which trips a circuit or blows a fuse. Knowing that one outlet had problems, an inspection
should ease your mind. Any recommended repairs resulting from the inspection will ease it
even more. We can say essentially the same thing here, with the very important caveat that
damaged wiring can go unnoticed far longer and much more easily than damaged outlets can
since the wiring is mostly hidden inside the walls of your house. You must have been running
very few electrical devices up to this point. Consider this a wake-up call. In the 21st century, our
demand for electricity is just much greater than it was in the 20th century. Be aware, though that
there are three different types of electrical inspections: one done by a licensed home inspector,
one done by a state inspector, and one done by a licensed electrician. A licensed home
inspector will look at visible parts of the electrical system, including the panel and circuit

breaker switches, test GFCI outlets, and examine any other easily accessible parts. If you have
concerns, you need more than this. You can expect the electrician you hire to have this
information. A licensed electrician is the person you want for this job. Besides concerns about
the condition of your electrical system, there are various reasons to consider an inspection,
such as:. Take care of what you need to! This was a lot to read! We also hope that, at the very
least, you know the similarities and differences between fuses and circuit breakers! And it might
not be long before no one has a reason to be speaking about fuses at all. The number of actual
blown fuses in this country is becoming fewer and fewer as people continue to have their old
fuse boxes replaced by new electrical panels amp service, and circuit breakers. Just be sure to
hire an experienced and knowledgeable licensed electrician. Post Tags: blown fuse Electrical
electrical equipment electrical inspection electrical issues electrical protection electrical safety
electrician service fuse box. You can also keep up with all of our news and updates by following
us on Facebook , Twitter , Instagram , LinkedIn , and Pinterest. Join the Happy Hiller Club and
get all the perks of membership: Seasonal tune-ups. Priority scheduling. First, A Word About
Fuses Most people nowadays have had the old-fashioned fuse panels also known as fuse boxes
in their homes replaced by modern electrical panels with circuit breakersâ€”if the fuse boxes
were even still there when they purchased their houses. Cause 2: A Short Circuit A short circuit
is a type of electrical fault. Cause 3: A Ground Fault A ground fault is a specific type of short
circuit in which the unintentional pathway of the straying electrical current flows directly to the
earth ground or touches a grounded part of the system such as a grounding wire or the electric
box. Cause 4: An Arc Fault Arc faults result from problems with wiring and terminal
connectionsâ€”for example, a loose terminal screw. If you or someone else installed the wrong
fuse in a fuse panel and there has been no personal harm or property damage â€¦ You are very
lucky. Cause 7: Damaged or Outdated Electrical Outlets Any faulty wiring or connected parts
risk a power fault surge , which trips a circuit or blows a fuse. Cause 8: Damaged Wiring We can
say essentially the same thing here, with the very important caveat that damaged wiring can go
unnoticed far longer and much more easily than damaged outlets can since the wiring is mostly
hidden inside the walls of your house. Look and listen for flickering, buzzing, or dimming lights.
Look out for frayed or chewed wiring. Search for discoloration, scorching, and smoke. Feel for
warm or vibrating wall outlets Smell for burning and odd odors. Should You Have an Electrical
Inspection? Licensed Electrician A licensed electrician is the person you want for this job.
Share this post:. Greater Nashville. Get Promotion. Learn More. Popular Posts On Inc. Request
Appointment. Please enable JavaScript in your browser to complete this form. Zip Code. Best
Day of the Week? Best Time of Day? The electrical system in every home has some form of
circuit protection to shut off circuits in the event of an overload, short circuit or ground fault. In
homes built after about â€”or in older homes in which the electrical service has been updated
â€”this protection is usually provided by a series of circuit breakers in the main service panel.
Circuit breakers are mechanical devices that sense the amount of current flow and "trip" when
the current flow exceeds the safe capacity of the circuit wires. However, if you have a home
built before and the electrical service has not been updated, there is a good chance that you
have a different of circuit protectionâ€”screw-in fuses found inside a main fuse panel. Fuses are
relatively simple devices. The fuses that protect individual volt circuit are typically ceramic
screw-in plugs that fit into threaded sockets in the fuse panel. A thin metal strip inside the fuse
conducts all electrical flow through the circuit and if the current flow exceeds the
current-carrying capacity of the metal strip, it overheats and melts, thereby interrupting the flow
of current and shutting off the circuit. The fuse is a kind of early-warning system, which senses
overloads and "blows" before the circuit wires themselves can overheat and possibly cause
fire. Larger volt circuits, as well as the main fuse that controls the main power flow, use a
different type of fuse design. This type of fuse is a cylindrical cartridge that fits into a fuse block
that slides in and out of the fuse panel. The principle is the sameâ€”the metal conducting strip
inside the fuse burns through if the current flow exceeds the safe capacity of the circuit. Unlike
modern circuit breakers, fuses cannot be rerest. Instead, blown fuses must be unscrewed or
unplugged and replaced. It is quite important that the fuses be properly matched to the
amperage of the circuit. There is a distinct danger, for example, if a amp fuse is used with a amp
circuit, since this creates the potential for the circuit to draw more power than the circuit wires
can safely handle. Fuses are housed in a fuse box â€”the precursor to the main service panel
found with modern circuit breaker systems. The fuse box is usually located away from main
living areas, such as the garage, laundry room, or basement. Breakers are rectangular units
with on-off toggles. Most breakers are arranged in banks or rows. In a fuse box, on the other
hand, you will see a group of round screw-in plugs with small glass windows. Your fuse panel
may include several different types of fuses. The most common include:. The most common
sign of a blown fuse is a power outage in one or more areas of your home. Fuses, unlike

breakers, do not have on-off switches. Instead, most fuses have a small glass window that
allows you to examine the fuse itself. When the fuse blows, you will either see the melted metal
strip inside the window of the fuse, or you will see cloudiness or scorch marks in the glass. This
indicates the metal strip inside has melted through. Changing a fuse is usually a simple matter
of identifying the blown fuse, then carefully unscrewing in and screwing in an exact
replacement. It is very important that you install fuses that match the amperage capacity of the
circuit wires. Installing a fuse that is oversized for the circuit creates a risk that the circuit will
draw more power than the wires can safely handle. For example, if a amp fuse is plugged into a
circuit served by gauge wire which is rated to handle only amps of power , you create a serious
risk of overheating the circuit wires. NEVER install a fuse that is larger than the blown fuse you
are replacing. The replacement procedure is different with a volt circuit. Here, you will need to
carefully pull the fuse block from its slot and examine the individual cartridge fuses. A small
tool known as a fuse puller is helpful in extracting cartridge fuses from the block. Lay a rubber
mat on the floor in front of the fuse panel, then open the door of the panel. The rubber mat is a
safeguard against the possibility of shock. Use a flashlight to examine the glass windows on
each fuse. The blown fuse is likely to show scorch marks on the glass, or you might see the
metal filament inside melted through. Shut off lights and unplug appliances connected to the
circuit. This will reduce the chances of overloading the circuit again after you replace the fuse.
Carefully holding the blown fuse by the ceramic rim, unscrew it counterclockwise and extract it
from the socket. Examine the face of the fuse for its amperage size, and select an exact
replacement. Be very careful not to touch any metal parts as you remove or insert a fuse. Be
especially careful not to touch the threaded metal on the fuse as you unscrew or screw in the
fuse. There is a danger of contracting live current if you happen to touch the threads as they
come in contact with the live bus bar in the panel. Insert the new fuse into the socket by
screwing it in clockwise until it is firmly seated in the socket. Close the fuse panel then test the
circuit by turning on lights and plugging in appliances. If an electrical appliance such as a range
suddenly stops working, it is likely that a cartridge fuse serving the appliance circuit has blown.
These are often amp or amp circuits. If power to the entire house suddenly stops, it is possible
that one of the main fuses has blown. Locate the fuse block controlling the circuit. This may be
labeled "Range" or "Dryer. If the blown fuse is a main fuse, the main fuse block is usually
located at the top of the fuse box. Carefully grip the metal handle on the fuse block and pull
straight outward to remove the block from the fuse box. With most cartridge fuses, it is not
obvious when they have blown, so you will need to test them. Use a cartridge fuse puller to
extract the fuse from the fuse block. Then, use a continuity tester or multi-tester set to
continuity mode to test the fuse by attaching one probe to each metal sleeve on the fuse. If the
tester does not light up, it indicates there is no continuity and that the fuse has blown. Insert an
exact replacement fuse into the fuse block, pressing it firmly into place to anchor it to the
contract brackets. Insert the fuse block into its slot in the fuse panel and push it straight in until
it snaps into place. Take care not to touch any metal parts in the fuse box as you do this. Turn
on the appliance served by the cartridge fuse to make sure it operates correctly. If you have a
fuse box, it means your electrical service is quite old and likely is insufficient for the power
demands of a modern home. Fuse panels typically provide 30 or 60 amps of power, and the bare
minimum for a home with modern appliances is now considered to be at least amps , with or
amps preferable. Homeowners with fuse panels experience blown fuses on a regular basis, and
this is a sign that the electrical service needs to be updated. Installing a new electrical service
with circuit breakers is a job for a professional electrician and is not something a homeowner
should attempt. Match Fuse to Circuit Amperage It is very important that you install fuses that
match the amperage capacity of the circuit wires. Caution Be very careful not to touch any metal
parts as you remove or insert a fuse. Read More. These fuses can be recognized by the round
body with blades where they can be bolted in place. Available in Fast-Acting or Time Delay.
Look for "Class L" printed on the fuse. These fuses can be recognized by either their cartridge
shape or blades used for slot mounting. Look for "Class RK1" printed on the fuse. These fuses
can be recognized by their cartridge shape or blades used for slot mounting. Look for "Class
RK5" printed on the fuse. These fuses can be recognized by the round body with blades where
they can be bolted in place or in its cartridge version. These fuses are described as "Very Fast
Acting" fuses. Look for "Class T" printed on the fuse. Look for "Class J" printed on the fuse.
These fuses can be recognized by their round cartridge shape with a rejection nub on one end
of the FUSE to keep the fuse from being inserted incorrectly. Look for "Class CC" printed on the
fuse. These fuses can be recognized by their round cartridge shape and being manufactured
out of a "Melamine Tube". Look for "Class G" printed on the fuse. These fuses can be
recognized by either their round shaped bodies with or without blades. Look for the wording
"One Time Fuse" printed on the fuse. These fuses can be recognized by a removable slotted

end cap that can be removed so that the fuse material can be replaced. These fuses can be
recognized by their square shape with two blades on each end. Available in Mini, Standard and
Maxi sizes. Subminiature Fuses. These fuses can be recognized by their extremely small size
and wire leads. These fuses can be recognized by their size 5 mm x 15 mm. Indentification
marks can be found around their silver end caps. These fuses can be recognized by their size 5
mm x 20 mm. Pin Indicating Type Fuses. These fuses can be recognized by their round shape.
Look for the wording "Indicating Fuse" printed on the fuse. Type D and Neozed Fuses. These
fuses can be recognized by their unique appearance, sometimes called "Milk Bottle" Fuses.
These Actuators and Limiters can be recognized by their cartridge shape or flat bodies with
blades. Need Fuses? We Can Help! We are a licensed distributor for Bussmann , LittelFuse ,
Ferraz Shawmut , GE Medium Voltage Fuses , Wickmann , Santronics and Edison Fuses , and
we also carry a full array of accessories such as blocks, holders, clip clamps and pullers to
support the installation and maintenance of our fuses. Class L Fuses These fuses can be
recognized by the round body with blades where they can be bolted in place. Class RK1 Fuses
These fuses can be recognized by either their cartridge shape or blades used for slot mounting.
Class RK5 Fuses These fuses can be recognized by their cartridge shape or blades used for slot
mounting. Class T Fuses These fuses can be recognized by the round body with blades where
they can be bolted in place or in its cartridge version. Class J Fuses These fuses can be
recognized by the round body with blades where they can be bolted in place or in its cartridge
version. Class CC Fuses These fuses can be recognized by their round cartridge shape with a
rejection nub on one end of the FUSE to keep the fuse from being inserted incorrectly. C
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lass G Fuses These fuses can be recognized by their round cartridge shape and being
manufactured out of a "Melamine Tube". Class H Fuses - Renewable These fuses can be
recognized by a removable slotted end cap that can be removed so that the fuse material can be
replaced. Plug Type Fuses These fuses can be recognized by their round screw in shape. Blade
Type Fuses These fuses can be recognized by their square shape with two blades on each end.
Subminiature Fuses These fuses can be recognized by their extremely small size and wire
leads. Pin Indicating Type Fuses These fuses can be recognized by their round shape.
Actuators and Limiters These Actuators and Limiters can be recognized by their cartridge
shape or flat bodies with blades. Contact us at 1. FUSE to discuss your fuse. Our warehouse
contains a vast fuse inventory, which means we usually have what you need in stock, but if we
don't, the fuse can be drop shipped directly to your facility in a timely manner, same day if
necessary.

